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F
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Largest
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City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
IN OUR 760 YEAR

I Giardello Is
Given Sentence
PHILADELPHIA, June 10 I/1—
Middleweight boxer Joey Giardello was sentenced today to
six to
18 months in prison for
taking
part in the beating of a gasoline
station attendant last Oct. n.

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, June 10, 1955

Chandler Moves
Campaign Into
Central Kentucky
LotrIsva.LE, June 10 (IP

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

THE ORIGINAL OLD GLORY
••••••••••••

•

Vol. LXKVI No, 138

Combs Defends State Parks;
To Be In Calloway Tomorrow

1
A. B. Chandler, o..ndidate for the
Demacratic nomination for governor plate:44i to carry his campas=
PADUCAH. June 10
-- De- issue is now being considered for
into central and eastern Kentacky
mocratic
gubernatorial candidate, construction of lodges and vacation
Giardello's attorney, Michael von next week as his headquarters
Bert T Combs last night defended cottages ar Kentucky Dam Village
vern Wellis going out yester- Moe-Maker, said immediately he here offered to bare his income
'the ackninistration's state parks State Park, General Butler State
tax records if state admineexation
would appeal to the Pennsyl
program and blasted A. B. Chan- Park, Carter Caves, Dewey
to
pioneer' • trot'line.
vania
Lake.
%
dler's campaign promises on parks Lake Cumberland, Pennyril
Supreme Court. and Judge Ed- leaders wculd fallcw sea.
e State
State Conservation Commissioner
and education.
Perk and Pine Mountain State
Ravin back from his vaca- ward P. Little permitted the boxer
Henry Ward Wednesday challanged
Combs, its a speech at the Mc- Park.
to go free in 81.500 bail
with tall
tales of
trout
pending Chandle
Cracken County Courthouse, pledr to pc.init an examination
outcome of the appeal
ing
Claims he
has
some
Turning to education. Combs
of his turns and "to explain to
ged to continue expansion of the
urea for proof.
Giardello, formerly No I
.park program through funds raised said. "My opponent has already
con- the people of Kentuoky his ire•ome
tender for the middleweight title, from other source*- while in
by revenue bonds.
ofCalltean's new building is
was convicted March 16 of assault- fice.
He charged that Chandler has
ting bigger and bigger.
ing Howard Short, 31. and on three
A statement hayed by Charteler's
idvocated taking the state out of
counts of riot Little presided at headquarters read. "We have rend
what he Chandler termed "the
pi Wallis out at the house the
the three-day trial and railed
hotel and restaurant business."
the the intclaperate. libelous "alaft untrue
ot
day potting a new outdoor
jury's verdict "warranted."
statement 'if the conamissicner . of
Combs said such "a"-- move would
-t on. The old one was beat
conservation. It is apparent to anymean that Chandler could reward
and the thing you turned on
The conviction
and sentence one that the anger and trust's-anon
his political henchmen by leasing
C water with was lost
probably meant an end to Giar- of Mr Ward
them a restaurant, hotel or boat
knows no limits."
dello's ring career
since
most
The discovary• of the Gold Card
dock The sole object of such prie made the bad mistake of states are in agreeme
nt not to Club, which was first 'denied and
vate operators would be to make
sang the smallest a short piece license fighters•
convicted of a then ,admitted. has caused the
as much profit as possible. Combs
Of copper tubing. The six year Scime
commissioner to :ruse into print
charged
Old saw him do it and wanted
with accusations which are untrue
He added that while Kentucky
Grardello's license expired last
piece also. The eight year old
and which were known to be
parks have proved to be profitDec
31
and he has not sought a
s within hearing distance, so
uriltrue at the time he mad"
able enterprises. they have been
renewal of the licenee.
luridly wanted a piece also.
them"
operated for tne primary purpose
The <boxer, who maintained his
-We will publish the iecome tax
I of attracting and developing tourTHE MIAL OLD GLORY Itself, the flag flown during the
Revolutionary war Battle of Coy-pens (S.C.)
ich goes to -show you. U you innocence throughout was indicted petunia
ist interest in Kentucky.
of A B. Clieratlar year
in 1781, I. viewed In the Chrysler salon In New York
by James F. O'Neil (left), former national
ant to give anybody a piece of by a grand jury on 'Dec 15 with for year
"I hope the time never comes in
commander of the American Legion, and Vice
if he will publish his own
President Richard Nixon. The flag Is amuhg 200
r tubing be sure and look three other men. TWO of the oth- income tax returns and
Kentucky when our state parks
historic American flags at Legion's "New Glory
three of
for
Old
Glory"
display.
Ifetern
ationol
Soundpa
und first
ers pleaded guilty to assault and Gov Wetherlay, Sen. Earle
otoa
, are used as political pawns in
C. Cleriot charges and the third pleaded ments D-KY, Lt Gov. Emeolon
furthering the political ambitions
e
%rendered
if
the
Beauchamp :lid his candidate for
of an incevidual." Combls said.
faucet innocent to assault charges.
d been put on when we came in
Short claimed Giardello struck governor." the statement continee
tie added that a 1.3 500.000 bond
Bert Combs
d•
work We saw it had be- him with a crutch after the boxer
set education back 20 years — his
se all the kids had tried it and a group of companions stop--election would mean that education
The Vacation -Bible School will
t several times each Water was ped at the station for gasoline.
CHICAGO •11a —His face
as
would be set bark another 90
begin at the Kititsey Methodist
Giardello who had injured h:s
nning all over the place.
solemn as you please. Daniel W
Church Monday, June 13 and conknee in an automcibile ae-ident a
Fry told Thursday night how hes
Combs said that the Minimum
t year old gave the three few days beer-ire dot contended
tinue through Saturday with sesSTOCICHOLM, Sweden
been buzzing about in .flying sauWASHINGTON, June 10 aP — Foundation Program
'Lla
—
fir Educey sparrows to Tommy Sanders, he never left the car and had
sions each day at one thirty p.m.
Soviet building's have been bombcers.
President Eisenhower _today signed lion cannot be financed
witheid
unfortunately they were te- called to the other men to stop
There will be classee for kindered twice in the past three days
An audience of 459 peewee paid Ink) low a bill giving the Post addlional revenue. "When
my oprned Seems as though there is beating Short.'
garten. - prifnary, junior and inbut authorities today said the
$130
Office
apiece
•Depurtm
to
eill's
hear
ponent
Mr
the
500.000
W
Puente,
says
F
field
Foster
the
program can be
of Maarfield,
no dernrand for by sparrows
explosions were only "teen age termediate children.
General
hairman of the Reser- Calif. native tell of ripping about workers an average 8 per cent in financed out of presen t state revAll children in the commun:t1
Prank.,"
vation Development Campaign of the country at speeds of 8.000
in gay.
flues, he is either fooling himself
kind lady called in to say tile
are weicame to attend
A bomb exploded in the yerd
The boost. which will ad 160- or fooling the people,- he added
as# lb!. Pour Rive;., Coe
Bay miles per hour.
nee weed mentioned yerterday
of the Soviet Embassy Thursday
Scouts of America, announced that
Fry mid he was in Chicago "by million dollars to She department's
Combs will rpend today
at
called Chigger Weed
She
Me4'sl. destroying a d'plomet's ear
J Foster Jones. prominent West popular demand" Actually most annual payroll, is ratro.riet: Ve to Princeton. the home of Ramsey
n't know whether it attracts
Kentucky business man of Paducah. of the- visitors had been invited to Idarett I
and /battering windows in neigh Taylor, his state campaign martrepels chiggers, but anyway
has accepted the position of General the lecture by a level organization.
ring bbildiriap.'
Under the terms of the new ager Tomorrow he will carry his
'a called Chiggerweed.
Chairman of Public Relations for
Sporting a tie decorated with I law. each, postal worker will re- campaign to Clinton. the home of
Last Tueediav another bomb was
flying saucers. Fry announced. ceive at least a 6 per cent pay Harry Lee WJterileld. candidate
set off in the office of the Sawed°We appreciate the phone call
' -Fosri et Society, a
"I've had three contacts with ex- hex)* A reschusification feature in on the Chandler ticket for the
Morrowa because we can now call It sometracked organization Police ail not
The measure will give the average Democratic nomination for lieutentra-Jere-renal beings."
Calicnvay County Headquarters
ant governor
disclose thir incident until Thurs"On the first occasion, July 4. worker an extra 2 per cent.
'
for Judge Bert Combs will open
Saturday afternoon, Combs will
1950, a saucer landed in the desMr Eisenhower's station ended
Alfred Lindsey presented the day night'e exotoeinn. No one we% 'In the building formally occupied
We understand the Cancer Fund
make
are
appearan
ce at Benton,
ert near White Sands. N.M. at a two-year YtrtIggle between Conprogram yesterday at the regular injured in either blast. •
by the Molly Martin Shop, acmes
Irrve went over the top.
1
my very feet," he said,
gress and the White House on the and will be in Calloway County
Tn.eriector Ake Hairselrot, chief
meeting of the Murray Rotary
from the Poet Ofrice. Saturday
Saturda
y
night
Fry went on to describe how question of postal pay raises.
of StocktralMa criminal
police. morning, June 11, at
Applications are dill being taken
9:00 a m.
he was about to touch the saucer
In signing the measure. Mr. EieLindsey's program was in the mid Thursday's blast was "a teenCanny/ay County Chairman for
n the Murray Country Club.
when a voice said. "Better not entiosver stated that the bill proform of a film prodwed by the age prank" It Wes "very. very Combs. Lester Nanny. announc
John Quertermous is president
es
touch that ptal, it's still hot.'
imoroper he added.,
vides "a fair pay increase" to
Longines Watch Company
this opening and thet the head'
Akheugh the words were more every employe and
He 'aid the tattier blast three
"represents
The film depicted the effort
We heard about another fishing
quarters will be open throughout
appropriate to a gangster. Fry the greatest step forward for our
days am apparently war at lewd The
freak the other day. A fellow was that goes into the production of
day beginning Saturday end
explaine
"^onnected" with the second bombd that he believes the postal employes in more than a
f.shing with a jointed pole and
continuing until after the ele:lion,
spacemen have learned English b century."
ing.
When he it,t a bite the action of
August 6.
enonesaring our television broadRiese-hot rendered his "nrank"
"The new law will bring about
trying to get the fish in unjointed
Chairman Nanny anneunces that
verdict after studying several rethe eliminatiorrof inequities in the
the pole and the fisherman aes
Mrs Eva Rots of the Kirksey
There was nobody in the saucer, postal field service which for years
ports 1,teat the latest blot was
P ill., left standing with half the esi
community will serve as ChairFry said. because "the extra-ter- have vioarted the principle of
touched cef by three boys about
man for Calloway County and will
an his hand.
retrial beings were in a mother equal pay for equal work and dia15 year's old
keep this .office open during the
ship. some 900 miles above the cou raire employee from seeking
At the 4-H County pally reWitnesses said the, boys tried to carngaign. Mee Rom is
Ilse fish went off across the lea
the former
earth.'
adVa maim ent a the President said cently held it Murray'. thirty six
enter yard< adjacent to the Soviet Eva Elkins of this county.
• 'king the half of the pole w •
The spacemen coaxed him Into in a ruternent
girls from the Kirksey 4-H Club
Panbasse before they
him, then ejected back to within
Chairman Nanny and Chairmen
found
a
J. Foster Jones
the saucer, Fry said, and he went
During the muter of the enn entered their clothing
neichtan
ra
projects.
gate (Men.
several feet of he !darting point.
Ross urge all Calloway County
zooming off to New York and
pirsidenthil contm- The three beet project; hit each
• a Fgfortis to grub .the pole failed
The reports said the boys car- people to visit the campaign head- the Forthcoming Boy Scout Capital
back at a speed of 8,000 miles per versy over tenat'd
Pay- Mr• BIson- unit will be sent to the State
lind the fish took off again.
ried a brown
literature.
blo- Funds Campaign.
package. A quarters where
hour. The whole trip took half bower twice auecesohilly vetoed Fair. These
from Kirksee who
few seconds after the explesion, granhiea ear
stickers.
pesters,
Mr Jones is Amistant Divsion an hour, he mid.
pay boo* Measures
a 5 per received the honer were is folHe circled back in a few minutes
the three were -ieen running from cards and other campaign supplies Manager. Western
Division. Kencent
increase
bill hat year and lowsReeinner%
I I 1lisnd several people with.
Unit: Deanna
the area — one of them carrying are available.
,
theky Utilities Company, with ofcaring
an average 8.8 percent lase month. Smith. Carolyn Pelmet'. and Gail
rods tried to snare the line This
a wrinkled brown wrapping paper
The Chairman stated that other fices in Packicah. He is very active
rie Senate and House promptly Trre.•e. Blower and drill unit:
failed too and the fish made ha
camnaion lead-rs will be announc- In Church and civic affairs
theft.
Mem-noised throurn a compromise 8 JOY Key Paelmn and houteen
circle again
ed in the near future.
at
Thia time casting
ber. Board of Elders, First Christper cent measure after the 88 per unit: Serb* !Mfg Annette
t caught the pole and a nice calPalGeorge Wet. Preeiderst of the ian Church: Immediate past Presicent
bill
wait
killed.
Both
mer.
and
holiest
Linda Wadkins. &lentfish was
s brought in.
Brink of Murray. is serving at dent of Padueah Lions Club: Area
sent the revised measure to the tailored unit: Marilyn
Darnell and
advisory morriber of the State Vice President. Kentucky IndependWhite
House
earlier
this week.
Carolyn Fulton
Good sports, gave the fish to the
Dreeetsp unit:
Wide Combs ter Governor Com- ent Conte( foendaticrn, Presider a
The
Presiden
t's action was a
'ilia Lawson and Barbara Washfellow who originally caught hire
mittee frorn the First Congres- McCracken County Cerebral Palsy
prelude to similar congressional er.
Center: Member. Kentucky CripTORONTO. Ont, June 10 or — sional Distriet,
Alfred Lindsey
action no legislation to provide
Tn the eleeteical proicrts. Charles
pled Childrens Commissaan: Collard
An infant whose heart was rea similar pay increase by some Tehbe won the
a fire watch The production of paired while her blood
blare
r,hbon,
Commissioner. Fout Rivers Council.
NOTICE
Henry County officers suspi, 1 million
circulated
other federal Civil. Serrpm ie
Anderson
and
the many tiny pieces that go into throught the lungs of a dead
Michael
Eloy Scouts of America
cions of theft proved valid Wed- vice employes.
Palmer won red ribbons on eonIn accepting this most Important neday when
The C W F of the First Christian a watch was shown in the picture monkey was reported in satisfactory
Paducah police drove
vested oil larnn to electric
part, Mr. Jones stated that' he to Paris 'to
Church will have a rummage sale Rev Oral Austin, a rue.* el( condition today at the hospital for
get a stolen outbaard
WASHINGTON. June 10 le —
Annette Palmer Who- won CM
knew of no greater opportunity motor found
sick children
on Saturday June 11 from eight Lindsey. operated the projector
in a ear there
This fieh was hungry
demonstration 'voltam. cheese
that could be offered for serving
Two other infants, both dearribed
to three thirty in the basement
Several visiting Rotarians were
The
motor,
a
new
10
horseLast
April
t
a
US. Fish and this natien than that of our
ailods" at the. county
of the new educational building
youth power 9aott-Atwater
present for the meeting. Dwight as extremely frail, have failed to Wildlife
with
the
research
vearel. test-4.h- throueh our Boy Scout grogram
%sae dietriet hankie chemplon tat
--Norman and Bill Caldwell of survive the same operation in rename plate and serial number
inc meth of Java. pulled in a la "Scouting teaches
During the summer months, Teen the Puretinse District 4-H contest
boys to do things removed. was
Paris, Tennessee were present. Joe cent Week-s.
seen
in
500-reund white marlin
a Murray.
for themselves and others, trains
held in P^ditrich. is attending the
Howard of Kutztown, Pa, and R. " The success of the new surgiaal
Ky. car shortly before noon Mon- Town will be open every Friday
In the marlin's stomach was a them in Scout craft,
technique, performed by Dr. Wilnight 8.00 to 1100 p m. at the annual 4-If week at the Univerand tersche• day The
Ven Roberta of Benton
1949
Ford was parked.
180-pieund yelloss-fin tuna that the them patriotism. courage,
•ite of Kentucky.
American Legion Hall
Mustard and Dr John
self-re- in front
Hiram Tucker had has his guest liam T
of the Brown Derby
Marlin had swallowed whole—just liance and kindred virtues.
Sn Ell's was selected as the
Since
Admission is 113 cents or $1 00
his eon Donald Vernon Stubble- 'Scent of the hospital staff. was before grabbin
Cafe on West Blythe. in Paris.
g
the
bait
on
- the the Boy Scout program is easentialie
first revealed in a copyrighted
for a four month membership card county's mnst nutlandlne 4-14
field. Sr had as his mica Itrenon
The car WEIS moved to Townline
from
the
fishing
ship.
led by volunteers, it is very imstory in the Globe and Mail by
All
C^unty
youth a.-e rnerribee heluise et' her
Waters, Col USA fRet
%end's Garerge by police A license
of San
portant that efficient, attractive
corcaally invitedd to attend
her 4-H eliih anal eounty
She
leadrshipn
Diego, California Guest no Luther faience writer Ken W. MacTagcheek
showed
that
it
belonge
d . The will include age gr-ups
camping and training faailitiee be
gart.
frem was to represent Calloway (*runty
Robertson
to
FIVE DAY FORECAST
was
Brown
his son -in-tow. I Two
Cavitt.
colored.
of I the 7th grade through
ceiveniently available for year
children were first reported
a* 4 If week but we linable to
college
Jahn reverbey
Hugh
MeElraith to have
round use No better place can Murray POI iee said that someasurvived the operation.
_
attend.
had his son William as his guest.1
By United' Press
stopped
ha'
the garage to find :f
be develeped to fulfill this pernoee
Louicinda Rowe. 20 months. of PeJennifer Biter. Janet Take and art
Kentucky' --Temperatures for
Dr Bennett Wall of the hietory 1
than our Roy Scout Reservation the ear was located there, then
tersborough. Ont., died today. Mona
Annette Patrnea ace liking sewKENTUCKY: Occasional rain this department of the Universi
the
five
day
ken
period.
immediately.
Saturday,.on Kentucky Lake," further stated
ty of I Parsons. 11 months.•
operated on through Wednesd
ing lessens at Mayflelt eivon to
afternoon and tonight, lows 55 to Kentucky was a truest
ay, will average
'Deputy Otwey Seymour mid
of James May 26. was mid
Mr. Jones
to be in satis- five to seven
4-14 membeee famine the morels
60 Saturday cloudy and continue, Lassiter.
degrees below the
that deputies went to Murray
-•
factory condition
0, An Oh.° State of June 'Their zirments will be
caol with acattered showers.
normal cf 73 degrees for the atate.
Rey Bmwnifield. aecretary of the
Tuesday to !We Cavitt. the ear's
Both infants were suffering from
University Spring Quarter graduat- entered in the local 4-H minter!
-club, made a few remarks on the holes
Cooler Saturday and Sunday, beowner
Seymou
r
said
that
Caviti
in the inner walla of their
ing class of 864 received diplomas when completed.
Kentucky Weather Summary
eomine
Rotary International Convention. hearts
warmer
Tuesday
implicated a David Reid, colored,
and
Their hearts were bypassed
it e a m today' President Hrward
Ms's Cecil I lick" Junior 4-I4
High
relative
humidity today whir Ii recently onrled in Chicago.
Wedneeday. Mowers at beginning
of
leader
-eta
Nrrarre
st
wa• made I. Bevis delivered tiv, r-mmeme- leader.
for 12 and 14 minutes while the
will ataet n food's protect
nd tomnrrow. winds nertheast to
City Police reported the followof period and again Wednesday
The meeting next week will repairs were made
Paducah
officers
arrived
in ment address's at (-premieres; in
and their blood
junier 4-14 chri% girl,
orth 8 to 12 miles per hour
ing arrests over the past week. Para Wednesd
. who
will total 3-4 to one .inch.
be a mint meeting with the Mur- circulated during
ay to retrieve the Ohm Stadium,
that period thhave enrolled for the breakfast
Current' temperatures
Drunks
in
the ray Lions Club and the
5
motor, vati Hi was still on its
Young rough a mechanical heart and the
atra
Sue
Parker
Warner,
tate — 1 Paducah and Bowling Bueireas Men's
the tine on this morning at nine 1.m.
Driving While Drunk .
2
display rack Seymour said that former -Mae
Club. Players and dead monkey's lunge. The lungs
Sue Parker. dauititer These meeting's ell he held
Penny for penny sugar give,
reen 60, Louisville 62, Pikeville (-ouches of the
Reckless Driving........4
in
they planned to arrest Cavitt of Mr. and
North-South game prov,ded the oxygen necessary for more
IVira
E C Parker.
energy than any other foor
London 66, and Covington 63.
Cecil • Like's \home in Kirkwy.
Speeding
3
will be guests.
when they returned through Mur- received the Bachelor
continued life.
Item,
of _Science All junior 441 \girls ate urged
Unnecessa ry Noise
3
ray.
degree in home economics.
to attend.
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Vacation Bible
School Planned

Explosions Just
"Teen Age l'ranks"
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Alfred Lindsey
Gives Program
At Rotary

Jones Named
For Fund
Publicity

Man Tells Of
Ride On Saucer

Postoffice Employees
Get Pay Raise

Headquarters For
Combs Will Open
Here Saturday

36 Girls Have
Clothing In
4-H Projects
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Local Negro
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Motor Theft

Infant Saved By
Using Monkey Lung
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1

Hungry Fish
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Friday Night
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AVOIDING

DISAPPOINTMENT

secretary of State Dulles lies warned the American
peonle not to expect too muck from the forthcoming
Ocirelerwe of Big Four leaders to lee neki in Switzerland
mime tame rn
tore to hope. and if we didn't have any hope we wouldn't even participate in the conference.
if we understood the Russians we could probably
avoid many disappointments. And if we had rqore confidence in ourselves we could eliminate much of the
which conies internatioeal tensions.
fe
elling a nation not to expect too much from a con• is Kke team' an individual not to be disappointed wade the etas:onto of an event he has looked forward

WLA,C-TV
every club but his putter
By STEVE SNIDER
If he staru putting with the
Called Prom Sparta Writer
old Hogan touoli, he'll win."
NEW YORK Alv — Golfdom's
Mina Support Idea
younger pros may be ready to
Gene Littler. Tommy Bolt, Jack
advertised but the
take over
Burke. Mike Souchak and Marty
many top players fear the most in
Furigol were inclined to agree with
San
at
up
taming
Open
the US.
Thomson.
them
of
k:ng
aging
Franctsco is the
"He's the class." said Furgol.
411—Bantam Ben Hogan.
'You have to take him over any
Ben definitely is the mart to beat
again this year and not Just on hut
But among others in the group
reputation or record of four preof 16 professionals who wound up
eons victories in America's No I the Pulti Beach Round
Robin 011
tournament
Masters champion Cary
Sunday
"Hogan is ;Laying exceptionally Middlecoff had a strong following
welL mid Peter hornaon of Aus- as the man to beat Julius
Soros
tralia. the British Open Champioii. was the choice of two,
while
"I played back of him in the Littler and Dick Mayer each drew
Masters this year ar.d while, he one vote.
didn't wore the way he usually
"If arty of the more experienced
does. host oeople overlooked the players wins, it'll be Midkilecoff."
fact tha t he was amazing wan said Samuel Jackson Snead. a fellow who o,.uu win any teurnarnent
in the work.: -- excopt the U. S.
Open

300th Home Run

-I believe iii, be Midi:Lis:coif,"
Bo Wollner of Oklahoma
said
City- •Peraota4iy, Tcl rather see
Snead win it than any man alive
except me But I g) with Middlecot( be...oust rue alreads proved
once he can win that big one."

to fez yearn
It seems the polio menace is no xvorse tiki:4 skimmer
a tit bias twee Mr a gendtaliOn, but we are all disapt,
because it isn't a neat deal better.
p
J. few short weeks ago we were led to believe severe, militon children would he immunized against this
Chisease, oaly to key* human error in the menudr
e end testing of Salk vaccine wreck the hopes of
many peoWe. or to delay them at least a year.
'results
ST. Dunes is in batter position to estimate
tie Big Fqiir conference, but there are not many
• eike who will take lees advice. We hope for anything
witi 6466 world tensions and improve chances for
meat peace. And at the moment the Big Four con•
anything else
eant Whim mere hope than

IIASJW
M.ddie -.: ff. SS :to won the Opel :n
1949, aLso has the backing of Bob
Homburg, Johnny Palmer and Bopicks Disk
ma. Cary. hirnaeti
Mayer -because he almost won
iat year and ILA.% the stuff- to to

Shelley mArt.cid. who dose a
,00d account of himself in the
Open last year learnt heavily to
CaPak HAI bort pi,-ka Snead
be.sass his will b playing on a
' big golf c9urse and Sneart id; of
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June 15-1a, I Was a member there
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dernquents and libertines.
habWhen we feel that way it helps to compare our
no
is
there
while
and
people,
other
its 'With those of
of
di osition or, our part to belittle the WeywarOiletis
ena, it IS gratifying to be reminded once in a
wipe that we ars at beast as good as other people.
This Week Magazine contains an alrtaCit by Blake
which
•
Ehrlich gentled "Prance Tries To Sober Up.'
of
make,' sem* coosparinoas with alcohol consumption
amazed
were
We
people.
other
pf
that
Frenchmea sod
that pnntial liquor intake per adult is 3ti quarts
to
Engas com9ares:4 with pine quarts for Americana and
GerWest
of
people
for
yams
,a
51
only
;ad
lishmen
:
Mani
We were surprisant be use we have heard for years
that Freochisen seldom get drunk, whereas Americans
in
mate fools of tnerneelves in Paris, and elsewhere
Europeans.
?Vence. and give Ameriest a bad name among
Ehrlich admits that Frenchmen seldom get "roarstay that
ing- drunk, but he thinks Americans would
The differway if they drank at much as Frenchmen.
even during
ence is the Frenchman drinks all the time,
working hours. and is seldom ever sober, despite the
fact he hardly ever gen, down into the getter
If we want te carry cempariaons further we could
or
compare American or British production per man,
we
womaa, with thin of the French or Italian. and
Would see at a glance that its pays ia an economic way

learn

STAN MUSIAI of the St. Louis
Cardinals holds up the bat with
whissh be made Its doOtts home
min of hie career This actual,
look 'dice is a gairi• wUbWei
Brooklyn Dodgers, it was Milt
Mars eighth bowler th.ts arasoa.
—

But Belt expressed the major ty
temperamental
as only
sed trigs
Tgrapty could.
-Mil

be .Hogan --,:. or Bolt. T
1 last._war. Be ,can
sigArt..
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140W MANY Aaciness starting with "Dt- can you think of to
ooserite Lana Dots I above), Britain's answer to Hollywood.
Marilyn Monro' We can think of delirious. devastating, diaturle
trig and delectable She recently signed a 5-year motion picture
anternotiointa,
contract in Lcn.lon.
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RUPERT E. STIVERS, D.S.C.

"THE ROBE"
In

Chiropodist - Foot Specialist

TECHNICOLOR

Richard Burton - Jean Simmons
Victure Mature - Michael Rennie'

ANNOUNCES
THE PERMANENT

ESTABLISHMENT

of his practice at 105 No. 4th St., Murray,
Ky., on Monday, May 9th.
Office Hours Will Be:

At Popular

Mal

Prices

Murray Drive In

12:00
12:30
1:00
145
4:00
4:30
500
140
6:00
6:30
4141
too
6:tat
9.30
11:00

wmita-v

You Are

Whoa e

Private astere4ary
Toast Of The
O. S. Thaws
Celeste lio/m Shoo
Father Knows Beet
What s My Line
Sunday News Spsk ist1
TRA
liUressAY
Youth %Vents To &LOW
Irroritiers Of Faith
Professicsial
Sports For The E' traly
Hall Of Fame
The Wockl This Seel
Litterace
Vanderbilt •°cleat
People Are Tunny
Mr. Peepel s
Colgate Ccrneel; /iris
Television
Lasser Sac[11111
Moviettnie
Loretta Young Show

rheatra

Mori:, Tues., Wed., Fri.

. 8:30 a.m.. 5:00 p.m.

Thursday and Saturday

. 8:30 a.m. - 12:00 Noon

--

Phone 225 For Appointment

•
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Sunday School Lesson
Dr. H. C. Chiles
feat V. os ,0 'oe accomplished it
would be necessaly to replace heat1YOUNG KING JOSIAH
hen worship with that of true hoLI CHRONICLES 34: 1-12
mage to God He was determined
Josiah, the sixteenth king of nct to tolerate any signs of idol woborn
Judah, was
at Jerusalem He rshoa. In order to purge his kingdom
was the son of Amon and Jedidah. of all the insignia of idol worship.
King Amon was an idolater, but it he commanded the idols to be burnis entirely possible that Jedidah ed or ground into powder
and
kept the true faith. If so, It is not scattered to the winds. H,e SAW to
difficult to visualize he struggle of it that the shrines of the false deithe godly mother constantly bat- ties were obliterated and the sacred
tling for the spiritual welfare of groves were cut and burned.
her son against all of the debasing
Josiah conceived his work as
tedencies of an immoral court and being twofold in nature—negative
the influence of the boy's idolatrous and positive. Instead of trying to
father To be the son of a wicked cover up the bad with the gcd. he
father. behlding daily his bad ax. proceeded to destroy the evil to the
ample is a aerials handicap to any very limit of his ability to do so.
bay.
After he had demolished the, idols.
Amon followed the example of his as far as was possible, he began to
ifathers earlier years and led Judah foster and build up the true wor.into disgraceful Idolatry His reign ship. This he did by preparing for
hulled only two years, for he was and accomplishing the restoration
SnUrciered by his courtiers in his of the temple of the Lord. The
own palace. The people then arose
accomplishment of this longdelayed
against the conspirators and enthand much-needed task required
roned Amon's young son in his
great heroism, courage and skill.
plate. Josiah became king at the
Those who carried out the orders
tender age of eight years. He ascended the throne at a very critical
,time for the kingdom was literally
kilned with idolatry However, it is
encouraging to nodte that Josiah
did not waste the days of his youth
in the service of Statn, but he
chose to do right from he beginning
of his reign Throughout his life
he WU anxious to please God!
Josiah was fortunate in having
some wise counselors For some
years he must have been guided
by his mother She and thl. prime
While checking a batministers must have thrown around
tery below the front
him encouragement to high purseat, I found enough
,poees His ancestor, David. must
have been before Josiah as his
oose money to pay for
Ideal It was soon very evident to
That
he oil change.
all who could see hat Josiah wee
was sure a happy Cushis father.
quite different fim
tomer.
Amon. He was treined in he things
of God, either by his mother or by
BILL'S STANDARD }.•
the priest, so it is no wonder that
he practically duplicated the noble
STATION
caieer of his great-granctfather, He-

BILL
SAYS

the king with respect to the
restoration of the temple did their
work faithfully and thereby gloriotuly reflected the character and
leadership of their sovereign. They
were aided greatly in this tremendous task by the liberality, cooperation and faithfulness of the people
So. the service of the temple were
resumed. maintained and performed,
'
with punctilious obedience
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10:13 Th.s is the Life
10,15 Mr W1•228
rekiah He remained true to God
a(roo. trona Coat 0111ce
W5teu
11.15 David Beifthleyl
Irv; spite of the bad example and
11 a To be an&Ounced
reputation of his wicked father.
12.00 Twenty Questions
. Amon, who "did that which was
12.34) Cerise/12 Hour.
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1.00,,,ciessogi aansina „Fa...Cas_ • 4.
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"
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oVralliPieiliellir
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'3 40 hews
"began to seek after the God of
3 43 Adventure
David his father." Even though he
4 U4) Caninsuraty Chest
was the son of a profligate father
he fonnuMted a definite Plan of
4.30 Hapalong Cassidy
seeking God's fat. or He revoked
500 Mort thp Press
that he would stat to it that God
530 Roy Rogers
should be reel leader of his king6011 cones nrcner
SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE
dun He obeyed the law of the
630 Mr. Peepers
OF OTHER FANS
Lord. He oorsasiently and minus700 Comedy Hew
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13:00 Sign Off
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pagan worship from the laud He
knew full 'sell that if this great
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1 • Window Fans $34
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THURMAN FURNITURE

periods in his Ufa.. Ws like stepping into a cold @bower aad
coming out feeling newborn sod
clean a
In the ring. later. I looked up
at the Hollywood contingent in
the stands — Jane Powell. Xavier
Cugat, Bob
Parish
John
and
Wayne I had killed the bull afte:
having been uncomfortphly door
to his horns several times As I
looked at my friends I knew that
they could riot know the exhiliration and the peace I felt at that
moment
going hack to fight the
belle again n October
I hope
to be able to do it periodically
as tog as my legs hold out
Have yu heard of any better
uusurance against ulcer.'

By BUDD ROIETIMICIALIII
Written For TIM Called Prow
Several
HOLLYWOOD
weeks ago I was celebrating the
fact, my picture "The Magnificent
Matador:' was ready to be shown,
se it seemed logical to accept
an unitation to go to the brrder
city of tjuana to fight he brave
butte
A handful of years have passed
once I was in A bull ring, an arena
that has fascinated me from the
moment I firs stepped into one
Ls a toredo at the tender age be
IS That Was more than IS Years
ago Since then whenever opportunity haN arisen between pictures
rye tiled tO block out time for
bull fighting
Many people have attempted to
explain that fascination of the bulls
for the audience as well as the
fighter When it was announced
I would actually be going into
many
I knew
the mg again
of my Hollywood friends would
be in the audience looking for the
answer
Wally Get Killed
Now ;Cs true a man can get
killed fighting bulls And many of
them do.
Why do I cio it, then'
Making pictures in Hollywood
can be an exciting, highly profitable and quite frequently, an ulcerdon't have
provoking biesineas.
ulcers. Nor do I visit a psychiatrist
I fight the bulls instead
I trimmed down to 176 pounds
for the fight I never felt better
in my life I became a different
roan, a man with a purp-tse And
•ncught_ this was. I believe, the
28th time I'd been in the ring. at
Aas the flrit lime I felt nri fear
.1 ail
Fare. Tough' Penalty
Was going to cl) aOnlelhinili I
was not at all sure I could do and
if I failed the .penalty-Tvould be
tougher than one connected with
making a flop picture In the ring
there could be no agents, produeere, cutter,* sound men-none to
✓ely on but myself
Its a ogod thing for ,a man
'1..110. I
0i I
Ion.• at
regular

1.
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5:31/
100
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The Search
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it is never included in national figures.
We have taqght our children the evils of 'alcohol to
educated.
the point where our present generation is well
people know the
on the subject. And when intelligent
alcohol. tobacco or
facts about a product, whether it is
how to use
chocolate candy they are more likely to know
it wisely.
ailments could
El illions of Frenchmen with liver
anything to
never be conviared that drinking wine had
know alcohol
America
in
Children
illness.
their
with
do
will injure health. That's why consumption in this counyears.
try has declined constantly the past five

Returning To Murray.

1:30
2:110
2:30
3:30
4A0
chi
5:00
lOot5

Bullfighter
Tells Why
He Fights

to stay sober. .
juvenile delinIf we think We have a problem with
say about
doctors
French
what
read
should
we
quency
health
child drunkenness. ,Alreadt France's number one
become the
and economic proklern drinking has now
greatest menace to children.
With drinkntg as bad ws it is in this country we can
hardly imagine tihat conditions would be if consumption
And govwere three times as much like it to in France.
most
ernment figures do not tell the story becinose
Frenchmen who roe grapes make their own wine and

Ilex

111

TV Schedule

_Sports Patrol

-

FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 195.

AND TIMES, MVRRA 1, RENIECKT

rm

FAIN BROTHERS
Are Now Managers Of

The Ashland Oil Station
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Inquire About The Two Free Firestone
Tires Which Will Be Given Away
On July 2

JUDGE BERT COMBS
Will Speak

SATURDAY JUNE 11
At 7:30 p.m,

COURT HOUSE
In Murray
In Behalf Of His Candidacy For The Democratic
Nomination For Governor

EVERYBODY INVITED
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1Starlet Dares Producers For
,Fun She Says_

1

•••

so, •••

-

-

?AOE'TIMM

Ring's studio - for a year, and a
half, she moved to Calumbia recently and
changed her norae
from Grendstaff to Grant. She
also landed. a
feature role in
"Five Against The House" - her
most important part to date. •
"I knew when I was sire that I
wanted to be an actress." Katy
smiled. "And when it conies to
choosing between a date and my
career, I have to stick with my
•
s.
movie work.

1

I BACKSTAIRS AT THE

I ju•st"NveWt been asked by the
right guy."
• The right guy" in Katy's book
•
isn't just a big shot who can prop.,
mete her to stardom. She thinks....
her career and love life are two
separate' items.
"I'm doing what Tye always-4'
wanted to do." she said. "My hour'.
are long and I'm usually acting OP
whether I'm in front of the ram:
era' or doing an interview SoT.
when I date I like to relax and:
‘"
be myself. A girl can't do that 7
when she's out with a producer:
trying to convince him she is an
actress."
.*10

Evergreens, Shrubs
and Azaleas
— Large Stock —

Denies $50,000

IMAGES
-3 wide
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NOTICE: P0,110 AND 8 CYPHER cooker and
deep fryer to be
dreaded diseseets to $10,000 cover- given away.
Mrs. Harold Grogan, 415 South
Jean's Beauty Shop.
age, only 110.00 for family policy. Ph. 1091 for
11th.
J12C
,appointment July 7 C
By VERNON SCOTT
0? LEAVE YOUR MOV- Galloway Insurance Agency. Ph.
FOR
SALE:
USED
OUTBOARD United Press Hollywood Writer
worries to-.. Us - Local and 1082,
J1OP $50.00 REWAR
HOLLYWOOD Se - Kathryn
D FOR INTORMA- FOR FtENT: TWO ROOM FUR- motors and boats, sell cheap. See
distance. Call Murray Trans"'Even when I was at the UniGrant the little cutie who dates
tion leading to return at Black flashed apartment and
bedroom. at Midway Motors, Hazel HighCo. Licensed and insured. Cor, NOME: NEED SEED CORN for
lobrador Male dog, white spot on Mrs. Helt. Ph. 1328XJ.
J 13C Bing Crosby, says when she goes versity of Texas I lost boytriends
JI1C way. Phone 84.
& Poplar, phone 240. July11C Yete planting, another new ehipout with movie big-wigs it's stric- becsuse I cancelled dates at the
anent has just arrived. One of cheat, weight 50 pound.. Write:
Fred Keck, Route 3, Buchanan,
ly for fun and not to advance last minute to go to play rehearsPM, ENVELOP'S, EN. DeKalbh special varieties
will M
als.
Tennessee,
her career.
up to 10 a 13 Brown your
JIOP
needa
Murray Hatchery,
enveZopes of any Axe. n 408 South 4th Street.
"I had a date with a producer
WHITEHOUSE ,
.110C
"Young fellows don't like broken
need clasp envelopes osti
once," she said, and I had a hor- dates. They doubt
CAR CHECK - IF YOUR FOR SALE
YARD GLIDERS,
your sincerity
This
the Ledger and Times office EARN $10,000 PEN YEAR S.FT.T.- car waives, shimmies and
swage
time
of
year when it is rible time worrying whether or .anil Wink
chairs, write tables, boats.
vibrates
you're brushing them
ly department Perfeet for ing Sterna Windows & Doors. love it lined up "The
Bear Way' motors, trailers picnic and fishing fairly rainy, the gardners have a not I would get a part in one off to go out with someone
else"
That is your nunimurn earnings IS Hendon% Service Station, John equipment Also minnows. Albert busy time keeping the 18 acres or of his pictures. I kept asking myKathryn, who still k iq her
Erna Carpenter Shop, Concord Rd. lawn around the White
"...nth
Weather-Master's exclusive GroiPin, O.
House
self,
'Am
I
malcA.10
good
a
im- early twenties. gets as skittish as
J20C
mrearimarrs
Ph. 619-J or 819-R.
50 8r 5 Plan for selling the only
J23C well trimmed. The frequent shOW- riression or am I talking too a filly when the old groaner'
ay Marble and granite work.
s
ers
and
warm
sun
combination windows
prochrse
a
much?'
lux"
and doors
name is brought up. She is closer
ders of fine memorials for
FOR SALE: CASE AUTOMATIC ujiaprit growth in a hurry.
with exclusive 3-Way Protection
Kathryn is a dark haired, dark in age to his son
half century. Porter White,
Gary than she
hay bailer, perfect condition, this
In a matter of weeks when hot- eyed native of the Lone
against (l) Summer Heat (2) WinStar is to Bing, who is more than
er Phone 121,
20
haler has baled only 4,500 bales ter. drier weather sets in, the State with a
J20C ter Cold (3) Insects. Beautifu
pair of Texas-sized years her senior.
l
of hay, price very reasonable. same gardeners will be busy haul- dimples in her cheelcs.
CE: Greentield Fabrics, 3 Kaiser Shade Screen gives protecShe's been
"You really can't call your life
Elles Pop Corn Co., 12th Chestnut ing 'hoses and sprinklers to com- In Flicker City three years
East of Murray, Cadiz Hwy tion from glare and fading in
now your own when you're a AfrtigSe. Phone 848.
TI bat drought and the now plentiful and is determined to become a ming • starlet,"
Open ever day til 7 -Sunday's addition to keeping roams 15 deshe saiA. deftly
grass beneath
of the spread- star.
to 8:30. We can better grees cooler. Investigate now while
changing the subject. "There isn't
FOR SALE ONE MAIIOGNEY ing trees will some
,begin to thin out
Landed
e you in our new building. Your home territory is still availFeature
Role
much time for dating. And
drop-leaf table, one cuticle table. regardle
men
ss of the tender care.
Under contra-t at Paramount - want a girl who
drapery material, all types of able. Rhone - Write - Or Wire
is devoted to
Weather
-Molter
Mfg Co. Campfabrics arid trimming, finest
them. not to a career.
I ity. Lowest price, visit us. bellsville. Ky Phone 453.
JIIC
"Right Guy"
will like our big bargain COLD
"The minute a guy lets me know
WAVE SPECIAL: Reg $15
e.
that he wants all my attention
J1IP for 18.50 Atik about free
and
etcetera
time, I have to quit dating
him.
rm not saying a career is more
important to me than
settling
down and getting married. Maybe
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Buy any
size can
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Glidden
ROCK-SPAR
A "wavy-bodied varnish for
floors and all interior surfcrces
and general household use
Waterproof and wear-resisting
Dries without shrinliagis to a
deep, high gloss. Get your varnish supply now at this borstal's
price while our supply lasts.

HUGHES PAINT 8:
WALLPAPER Store
401 Maple St.—Phone 383
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MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY
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STICK 'EM UP
PARDNER

THE BOSS OF BROKEN SPUR-Release Friday, June 1,
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CF1APTER SEVENTEEN
The mil door clanged open. "All
Her smile was whimsical, rueful
WHEN Kerry opened his eyes, right Your tine's been paid.
You and resigned all at once. "What I
they rested upon • very small win- can clew outs my Alt
An' for really want-is what most e‘ery
dow,• barred window, and he soon Lord's sake, Rusty, try to
stay out woman wants. A man c,
rn,ng
realized that he was in a Sail cell. this time."
home to dinner every night, and •
"Who shucked out for us?"
"Well," be reflected, "Rob al.
houseful of kids." She shrugged
way's said that the inside of a jail "You'll find out.," the jailer again. "Can you age
Rusty in •
might put some sense In my head." grinned. "She's waltin' for you picture Uk. that 7"
,
outside.
"
Someone answered him. "I dunRusty cam back with the drinks
"She" turned out to be Margie, then, and there was no
no who Rob Cs, but if yore head
more serifeels like mine, there ain't no room who returned Rusty's warm hug oue talk '7' Margie announced it
and brushed Kerrys•ianits aside. was time for her to
in it t' put anything into,"
get to work.
friend of Ruaty's is apt to Rusty came cheerfully to
There was a cot on the other "Any
his feet.
balling
need
out
frequent
.
Sure,
Let's
go,
honey."
side of the cell, occupied at the
you'll pay me back when you get
"Why
don't
you
etay
moment by a tall. Lanky redhead
here and
a job. Rusty always does. I keep take it easy? You must
whose face, bruised and battered,
both be
money In a special stocking, tired after last night, and I'm sure
'till wore an amiable grin_ Memory the
ready for the next time."
Kerry's head hurts."
came beck to Kerry.
"Cone on," Rusty interrupted.
"Kerry can stay here if he
"HI, Rusty. What fell on me- "1 need a steak
two inchea thick wante,",Rusty conceded. "Me, 1
the roof?"
an' a drink."
got business to tend to. I got to
"Reckon it was • bottle."
"Come to my place," Margie see Lon Calder. That long, slick
'
,dusts had lead in r " Kerry urged. "I can cook
you a better son-of-a-gun owes me money."
concluded. "Did we get run in for steak than
you'd get in a restau"I'll collect for you," Margie
disturbing the peace?"
rant-and I baked • cake this promised. "He'll give It to me
If
"Sornethin' like that Durmo how morning."
I ask him-"
it la-whenever I set out to have•
"Awright, honey. You furnish
"I reckon be would. I'll do my
quiet, sociable good time, aomethin' the steak. VII furnish
the drink- own collectinS thank. Say, honey,
like that always has t' interrupt maybe," Rusty added.
"You got why you so anxious to keep me
It,"
any money, Kerry?"
away from the Longhorn?"
'Tm beginning to see what MarKerry reached into his pocket,
"It's
Wharton," Margie adgie meant about you," Kerry and groaned. "Good Lord! After mitted.
"He's awful sore about last
chuckled_
appreciate the way all that fracas, and getting slugged night There
was talk downtown
you stepped in la& night," be over the head, we didn't even get that he was swearing
to get even
added more gravely. "If it hadn't to ph tnl"
with you when you came out of
been for you, I Fuego I'd be In
ver mind," Rusty soothed jall."
worn, shape than I am now."
him. "We'll collect from Lon Cal"I ain't lookin' for trouble,'
"Glad t' do it,' Rusty assured der tonight-an' I got enough for Rusty's drawl
was mild, "but I
him. "Peaceable aa I am, I been a bottle."
ain't lettin' old man Wharton's
kinds hankerin' r punch Wharlittle
boy keep me housebound."
Margie led them to a small white
ton's taw for quite some time."
"Look-why not just give him
house on a quiet street The chintz-That's smearing I can undertonight
to cool down?"
covered furniture, the braided rag
Stand. What you reckon happened
"Don't you worry 'bout as.,
rugs, the red geraniums on the
to friend Wharton, anyway?"
window-Mil, stirred long-sleeping honey. I can take care o myself."
"'Oh. Jennings and Flint toted
"Sure-like you did last night
memories In Kerry. His mother's
him back to the hotel an' tucked
Well, fix us a drink before we
hum In bed, l reckon. That's what parlor back in Virginia had looked Start:"
his or man pays 'ern for. The or like this.
She took advantage of his abRusty, with the familiarity of a
man," he explained, -la a big catsence to tell Kerry In a resift
tleman, brings a big herd into regular visitor, went out to the whisper, "That P•rharton
's a mean
town twice a year. Matter o' fact, kitchen to get stamen for the one-so
are those two watch-dogs
I work for him. That Is," he added drinks.
of his, Jennings and Flint They
"This is the kind of bowie I we. killed a man here
meditatively, 'I did. Don't reckon
In Dodge last
I do any mom.'
raised in." Margie said abruptly. year-ganged up on
him In an al"I'm sorry!" Kerry exclaimed. "My folks died. I had to make a ley. His old men
hushed it up, but
"You oughtn't to lose- your job living-and singing In the Long- everybody
knew-Keep an eye on
just because you helped m( out-" horn beats waiting on tables- him,
will you, Kerry?"
"I wasn't dein' to keep the job some ways-"
"Sure, Margie. I'll do the beat
much longer, anyway," Rusty k"I reckon," Kerry agreed. "But I can."
ale& 1....et
not what you really want, Is it?"
(To Be Continued)
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ABBIE an' SLATS
By Raeburn Van Buren
'
CAN'T YOU UNDERSTAND -I'M
PAYING YOU OVER RYE MILLION
DOLLARS FOR THIRTY DAYS'
CRUISING AROUND ON THIS
BOAT OF YOURS - THIRTY
GLORIOUS DAYS THAT DID
SOMETHING TO ME THAT
NO OTHER EXPERIENCE
EVER HAD - IT TAUGHT

OF COURSE,I'D VISE THE MONEY,
MISS AMANDA- BUT YOU SAID
WASN'T TO GET IT UNLESS
DID
YOU A FAVOR, NOW
THAT I KNOW WHAT
THE FAVOR IS ...

ME LOVR:

ta
P.
cap. 11111 W

..aummuua

•

LIL' ABNER
-At-I' THAT BULLMOOSE,IS
AM THE ONLY

CREEP ON OIT WHO GOT
TH' MOXIE TO
DO THIS.7-

NE DID IT AGAIN TOSSED A FORTUNE
RIGHT OVER THE
SIDE.'

IF I DIDN'TIN

SEE IT WITH
MV OWN EYES
I'D NEVER
HAVE BELIEVED
IT:

MO"

,e Years Ago Today
Ledger and Times File
June 10, 1950
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Disneyland
Will Open
Next Month

LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

Beyond Main St. is a central(
plaza that acts as • hub for four
!Other make-believe kingdoms Adventureland. Frontierland, Fantaaalaud and Temorreneland. The
wonders that he behind Use glittering portals of each fantastic "land."
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Trout Fishing In The
Smokies Proves Rewarding

Ten Years Ago This Week

Lost and Found

Heads Scleaste

Urban G. Starks & Son Hdw
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What's New
In Washingto

light

We Now Carry.Scott-Atwater
Outboard Motors

FULL LINE ARCHERY EQUIPMENT

ti

• firDAY JUNE I0,

from three to eisterty tee*, we
could be sure of at least getting
a strike from under it, and more
often than not, of getting the
trout itself.
Tor a number of years we have
been fishing the Tellico River
area for trout and have been
fairly euereseful In our attempts
to take the saver streaks. On
former trips we have had the desire to fish one giant water Mil
but never had the time to hike
into the wilderness area to get
at it. On this trip we took the
time and it paid off with the !Dig
smalknouth and four rainbow
trout.

SEE US FOR
RODS • REELS
BAITS • NETS
• Thermos Jugs
• Trot Line Gear
• Tackle Boxes
• Fishing License

b.the

T1
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Among the. 500 delegates atten
ding the meeting of
Ihe Memphis Conference
of the Methodist Church whic
h
More of the marvels later.
opened Wednesday at Jackson,
Tenn., are the Reverend
The permanent, privately-owned
George Bell and Luther Robi
nson of the First Methodist
By HARMAN W. NICHOL/
worlda fair will accemmadate 03,Church and the Revernd R.
Milled Preis Staff COrteagons
F. Blankenship of the MurSy VERNON SCOTT
000 persona at one time wth 20
ray Circuit.
WASHINGTON ith.--What's
United trees Staff Certemundest restaurants capabl
e of feeding 7,and other points next Mond
in Washington:
DISNEYLAND, Calif., June 7 000 visitars an hour
ay. George Albritton, Jimm
y
Coast and return along the
secretary of Defense' Charle
West Coast, making a stop OP --Walt Disney has 'wan 22
in New Orleans. The trio
Located 23 miles from downtown
Wilson was briefing a Society
Oscan over the years, but someBy
will travel 3,500 miles.
business editarts on his job.
Los Angeles. Disneyland will be
one will have to think up
Graves Hendon, Charles
a
M. Baker, and H. T. Wald
open from 10 to 10 daily, seven
- more spectacular award Tor
secretary remarked: "I have fo
rop of Murray attended
his
a meeting of the Oil Indus
try fabulous dreams - tome true Dis- days a seek. Actnassaans: Adults
the jab inn-taws*, flaiguum
Information Committee yeste
rday at Paducah.
neyland v..hich opens its gates next $1, children under 12, 50 cents.
trustrating - it is a combine
The local group met with
other oilmen throughout month.
The flat surface of the old orange
of highly important things
the area to hear talks
One of the most
and panel discussions soug
pleasurable tremendous trifles. It is dart
More than a thousand workmen grove has been bulldozed into a
ht to
further the oil industry's
parts of the trip was getting to to get good men . . . the
park of hills, lakes, streams and
campaign to resist what
pei
mem- and artists - are busy putting the
ber describe as enroaching
cot fresh
trout that we had we need sit next to God and b
government controls.
dinishing touches on the 17 million flowers It could hold its own as
Dr. Robert S. Jones, Associate
caugh
t
a
and
man-m
cooki
ade
ng
financ
withou
on
park
ial and technical experts
the bank
t any
Secretary of the Re- dollar project - a combination
lief and Annuity Board
of the river. French fries and . . . these people are hard to fil
world's fair and never-never land ether attracUons.
of the Southern Baptist
The writer of this column has that Kentucky
ConvenLake
has
ever
hush
tion, Dallas, Texas, will
puppi
es
furnished the main
described by Walt as "a new
just spent three wonderful days eeen. When we get
preach at the First
Santa Fe Steam Engbte
U
back to Mur- course together with the
Baptist concept in
Church in Murray next Sund
In the park across from
trout,
family entertainment."
ay.
A narrow-gauge
railroad-exact of trout tatung in the Smoky ray we hope to be able to prove of course.
Composed of five major "lands." in every
Capitol these days younggers
Dr. Jones is a native of Call
detail to the old Santa Mountains. We left from Chat- this.
oway County, was licensthe thousands are cluttering
ed and ordained as a minis
Disneyland was fashioned from 180 Fe steam engine, passenger
Tried New Stove, Lamp
While we were camping one
ter by the First Bapti
and tanooga. Tennessee about 2 am.
st acres of orange trove which
things with basket lunches
Church, and went from here
Thurs
day
and
freigh
drove
Shortl
the
t
Cara
once
120
miles
circles
y
night
the
before
area.
we
struck
as a missionary to Brazil.
we left Murray camer shooti
up a conversaa
ng. The senators
was port of the historic Rancho More than 110 tiny ponies, burros into the heart of the mountains tion with aline
After a succeselul ministry
we
purch
ased
a new propane gas
men from Knoxthere, he returned to
congressmen are aware of
the San Juan Cajon De Santa Ana and mules - special stock bred in a little over two hours, and ville and
States a few years ago, after
cook
stove
and a new propane
they told us about a
which he accepted his The visitor enters
potentalls of "I saw our congn
through "Main for the park
is lantern from Roy Starks
present position.
will haul old-fash- had everything set up in tane to new bait that some fellow, who
at man and I got his autograi
Street, USA." - a replica of a ioned horsecars n addition
to Con- start fishiag when the legal hours lives in Oak Ridge, invented It the Urban G. Stau-ks and SOnS
The marriage of Miss Bessi
e Collie of Distroii, Mich. small town of the 1900s. Everywhen the kids go back to tt
toga
Wagons, biaboarcia
,
and began.
is modeled after a flag and is hardware. It was the berries. voting
formerly of Calloway Coun
ty, and Mr. Willie Mars
parents. The Law-gin
All the streams in the Chero- supposed to paddle its
Much
hall thing is waled down to five-eighta other 'pioneer vehicles that helped
better
than
trying
of Memphis, Tenn., was sole
feet when
to build aren't shy. A lot of theta
mnized at 4 p.m. Thursday actual size.
walk
win the West.
kee National Forest have been the line is pulled
wood
a
fire
,
every
time we stopped of the Capitol bulki
sightly. The
June 1st in the North
Pleasant Grove Presbyteri
ng pen
turned over to the Tennessee De- principle sounds
an
good. but front to fix a meal. The lantern proved hand.
Church in th presence of a smal
partment dr Fah and
l group of relatives and
Wildlife the description that we obtained, to be one of the brightest profriends.
for management and they have the new bait could
not hold a ducers of light that vic have had
After June 5th, they will be
amply stacked mod of the betat home at 226 North
to the new little Pop-N- experience with and its operation
In the current session. the a
a
Main Street, McKenzie, Tenn.
ter streams with plenty of rain- Dive.
is the Simplest ever. All you have ate has had a lot of week-et
, where they will conti
nue
their studies at Bethel Colle
bow,
brown and basok trout.
to do is to turn a knob and hold oft. aut, the while. the Senate
ge.
Camping Out Airish
During the three days Stay this
a lighted matth to the mantle getting a let of work done. Unr
It was pleasant in the mountains and you get a
old fisherman managed to take
bright light instan- the leaderohip of Sen. Landon
his limit of seven trout every during the day, but sleeping out , ly.
Johnson of Texas, the Sepate I
day, and got a pretty good "duke's under the gam in the cold mountpassed 405 bills and 1106 lappro•
The propane gas is contained in
mixture" of the three species of ain air became a problem. We
30,728 nominations, from the :
Ledger and Times File
hid anticipated some cold, but a small cylinder that is replace- tleat
fighting silver.
poettrnaster 'Way on up.
June 10, 1945
only two blankets worth. A closer able v.fien all the gas is used
When the Washington baseb
Tried
"Popup.
The
N-Dive"
estima
cylind
te
er
would
contai
have
ns enough Senators are riding low
.•
been five
the prc
The Tappan Stove Manufact
We took one of Mike Stranak's blankets. The hist night
uring Company will lowent gas to last about 18 to 20 hours temp/ parting.at 19-riff4th Stadh
cate a factory in Murray,
,
new
spin
size
but
"Pop
the
N
Dive's
haat
well
alistude of the moun- S of little
"
until the cold crept in under
according to informatio
moment, except perh
n received.
along with in but after one or the covers and
Chamber of Commerce
the car proved tuns made the gas go a little on the weekend Durin
Monday.
g a rece
two attempts decided that the ex- warmer than the
The factory will employ
taster
and we got only about 12 week
out under the
some 400 or more persons,
end, a lot of fans degree 1r
, tremety swift water was not con- trees.
this being a conservative
hours use out ot the stove
estimate, with the high
cyl- a nearby Recreation Departme
ducive to good operation of the
perinder The lantern's cylinder still
centage of labor being done
playground, and were waved
by men.
The seicond night proved that Is providing
bait The color was perfect,. the
plenty of push. We by a gang
Pfc. Alfred Duncan, who was
of eager kids va
at one time reported
red and white one, but we could a better arrangement for sleep- suppose that one reason
missing in action and later
for she collected $1.50 per car.
boated in a German priso
tin would be the doubling up of low hours
never reel the bait fast enoug
n
use
from
h
the stove
camp, is at home for a 65
Thekids disappeared and.pg
-day furlough after six
keep it dipping into the crys- all campers and the sharing of cylinder, in addition to
month,
the high behind them came the cope:,
over sea service as a priso
covers. Our brother was along dn altitude,
fat
ner.
tal clear water.
might be that 91tiousity put a ticket
W. Z. Cai-ter v.as elect
under e*cit wireeshie
the trip and also a friend of his. n U. pa;t4
ed superintendant of
.
,aCjai
gkosai
Murr
lloolu
ay
ers
regga
e, ,i0o. pagaIng in iltadalleg
It ts ran- prediction, however, arid they managed well
City Schoola. at,/ a
sharing eats*" the'(Ant!** hi Titt many rape.
of tte botird of educa
tion,
Whatever the VW
Mike has given birth to one their 'cover. We managed
Thursday night, MO 31st.
in the
He succeeds W. J. Capl
!Ante
Met
tip
in,
get
fie
into the tall parte he al
inger
who retired 'because of ill
tam+-411111411
1
.
Mits front Slit of the car parsa.
store . a .cf thus a good portion of paid
health.
.$1.01Oito perik.and, .a ,3 fir
Sleep was not so important as the ass was
Clay Beale. 72. died Thur
spent for exhibition. fair a parking
sday night, May 31st,
violation.
in
eating and fishing. and both of
Memphis. Tenn.. at the Bapti
If
anyon
e
is
contemplating purst Hospital. Mr. Beale
these activities were wonderful chasing
,
formerly of Murray, had
a net« lantern for night
been in the hospital
Although the two boys did not fishing
only for
the last three days.
use, or for camping purso
do
well
at
the
fishin
g.
poses,
they
you will not go wrong to
Miss Charlene Orr, daughter
of Mrs. Laverne Orr.
were Treaters at the aleepenye Ex- investigate
with a four year average
the new Benson-1mM
of 95.70 at Murray
cept
for
one
small
bass and a propane gm lantern. It gives
TWELFTH & POPLAR
High
School was named salutatori
a
an of her class, and
few
ahoga
uckers" they were left bi•ight lift. cheasay
Suzand requires
anne Miller, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Grady
in the cold when a came to get- almost
no
Mille
maint
ainarre whatsor.
•
•
whose average was 96.57
ting the trout
won the place of valed
ever They are priced lower than
ictoria•
of the' class of 1945 of Murr
ay High School.
conventiOnia
IpaSalne
kInteras,
According to informatio
n received at this offic
Jr
too.
e, Mr
and Mrs. Otto Parks have
been notified of the deat
h of
their son. Pvt. Daryl Park
National Parks that
..
All over the Srnaky Mountain
.
Pvt. Parks wa.s wounded
in Iwo Jima on February
National Park and the Chetokee
25, and his death was a resul
t of these wounds.
National Park we found
W. M. Caudill, member
nice
of the faculty of Murr
mew grounds and fine
ay
State College since its
OLcnte
establishment in 1923, has
areas It was appalling to see the
atanounced he has accepted the
appointment as president
way that some folks abuse the
41
of Campbellsville Jr. Colle
ge. ••
race areas with strewn paper and
Dieppe French Rohner
cans We used to think that this
After a few tries with other was to be eepected from ignorant
urea, we analla nasi on a Mews people, until we observed three
French Spinner arid after Una couples in a station wagon bearproduced three reiratow.s, the evi- ing New York license They did
Ledger and Times File
lance was convincing enough to More rn ten minutes to make the
leave well enough alone The lure park rangers work harder than
Members of the Masonic
Lodge honored the past
stayed on the end of our spinniag a herd of elephants would have
masters of the local body of
the fraternity With a
line for the real at the trip Our done in a week.
meeting designated as "Past
Masters Night- and dinn
total take for the trip was 4
er
afThe National parks are owned
terwards.
brook traut, 9 brown trout. 8 rain by
as every citizen in the Unit4004
The past Masters now
bow
trout
and 2 smallmouth ed States, but
belonging to Murra:.
it seems that some
.are: Judge E. P. Phillips,
AT THE annual meeting of the
boas.
ALL KINDS
One
of
senior past master; C.
the
bass
weighed people think that they own
HOOKS -- LINES
H. Redall
Mother Churith In anatOn, atden. E. C. K. Robertson.
nearly
two
ICE
paund
s,
COLD
We hung in- the vast forest thenne
Charles M. Hood. Char
POL
ES
-SINK
ERS
lvea.
les P.
tended by members from many
judgMoore, George Hart, Rona
to several other trout only to
ld Churchill, Zelna
ing
by
the
way
that
parts of the world, Mrs. Gerthey use it.
Carter,
SHINERS — GOLDFISH MINNOW
have them get off the line before
W. E. Clark, Dewey Jones
but uninjured, Christine
S
and Urban G. Starks.
Some of us Kentuckians could
trude W. Eiseman of Boston
Hart, 2, is held by John Patterwe could get our hands on them.
Mrs. J. A. Edwards, life-long
gain
a
lesson
was named preskient of the
here in regard to
resident of Murray, and
son, search party member, near
Fails Bed Places
one of the city's best known
the way we use the Kentucky
Mother Church, First Church of
women, died Sunday in
! Illiopolis, Ill., after being missing
AirrinA every time we could
11(,•
Springs. Ark., following a majo
Lake
Christ Scientist. She is a naState Park and the Kenr operation. Mrs. Ed12 hours overnight from her
locate a al r size water fall,
wards, 76, was the widow
,t.
tive of New York and will serve
of
,
•,ite Park.
farm home. She waa found
of J. A. Edwards, form
er
sheriff of Calloway County.
.1drrion lnsial I
ing In an oat field of grins
and city judge of Murr
ay.
The First Baptist Church and
higher than her heed. With
heir
pastor are fortunate
were five puppies, which kept
in having Dr. John Jetes Hurt,
president of Union Univigil. ChrtaUne Is the daughter
versitsi. Jackson. Tenn., to- eonSOUTH FOURTH
duct their-freViViiiivh ic
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hart,
h is
now in progress.
tenant farmers. (hiternariawil)
Miss Mary Marrs. daughter
of Rev.. and Mrs. 0.
A..
Marrs, won first place recen
tly in the State Interschol
3
astic events judged in Lexington.
She won first place in
the
state
ith a grade of 163. The winn
ing is a distinction
fut Murray High School. and Miss
Marrs in particular.
Two cars were stolen last Mond
ay night for the first
car theft in Murray for many
months. The car belonging to Mrs. Gladys Scorr• was stole
n from near her home
about 8 o'clock. The car was a new
OUR CONTEST FEATUR
Plymouth and had
ES —
been serviced for a trip to Texas
1st and 2nd prizes for biggest bass,
which' Mrs. Scott and
biggest crappie, biggest
others were to begin Monday.
crappie string, caught on minn
ows purchased from us.
A Chevrolet belonging to Curd
Churchill v,.as stolen
from in front of the home on Sout
h Sixth Street.
Mrs. C..0. Decker has received
word that her daughter.
Martha Decker, a member of
the sales 'force of
a large chain store in Detroit,
Everything For Fishermen—wh
has just returned from
en you
a
weeks %lint in New York at the
Stop with Us you just have
expense of the company
to make
for leading all employees in a
sales contest for Rich
ard
Hudnut toilet goods.

--1 Ben Rovin
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PURE ICE

(

For Cold Drinks
and Ice Water

Drinks

Supplies

nito

• ALL PRICED RIGHT •
Make One Stop For All Your Needs

Murray Coal & Ice Company

TRAINS IDLE, LONDONERS QUEUE UP FOR
BUSES

Headquarters For 3 Fishing Contests

1

Our Own - The Ledger and Times - Sportsme
n's Club

11412
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A
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State Farm
Products
Worth A Lot
Frankfort. Kr -Food valued at
12P7290 was p'raduced during the
first rriur months of 1955 on
nine
state farms of the Kentucky Department of Welfare and Mental
Health. according to a apart today
made by Charles M Stainer, State

ihrector of Agricultural Produc
tion,
The State Refirrnaux-y. LaGra
nge.
lea production with 06403
worth
of find and the State Penite
ntiary,
EddyvIlle - was next -With
$40.0611
Other- -product:an included
tucky` State Haspaal Danvil
le. 137 511, Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville. 1133 547: Central
State
taco-pita:. Lakelard. 11.33354, Easter
n
State Hespital, Ltirington, $24071
;
Kentucky Village Greendsle.
$19.350: Kentucky Training
Horne.
Frar.kfort, $17.773. and Kentucky
Chilarana Home, Lyndon $4952.
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!Transatlantic
'Sailboat Race On
'Blue Water Card
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,
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Ybk.
nial 410-edie race from New-L
er-idon, Conn, around hictini Dessert
Rock and back to Gloeceater, Mass.
Tais course, carrying east of Cape
Cod, has been called "the American
Feetnet" for the rugged weather
en-countered wh:ch is a real test
uf man and gear. Spaaa.red by the
Storm Trysail Club, it will start
Jela 33.
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the
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The Ledger and Times

Big Fishing Contest Now

FISHING CONTEST
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ads Scientists ,
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Use Live Bait EN erytime

Eitter The Ledger and Times

—:111 Size Miquows

SOlt
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IiiGHWAY—ON Th WA',

MURRAY BAIT CO.

DivoAfasses
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HOME
COOKING

Rules

Airex Has
New Light
Action Red
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Whenever You're In The
Mood For Good Food
Go To

Sue & Charlie's

17.1.1.11LI,Ca

ITALY DEMONSTRATES HER MIGHT WITH TANKS

We Have EVERYTHING Far Fishermen

DOUBLE-CROSS

long quevei of
roinotive engtnee'rs
doaridokftes.L.

iii

DUPING THE armed forces parade In Rome on the ninth anniversary of the foundi
ng of the republic. Italian tanks rumble past
the reviewing stand. It wife the first time Giovanni Gronchi, new
president, er the Robin Republi
c, wane/wed the annual parade as chief e4f state. (laternetkimal'

DES MOINES -- Se - K.
neth Weeks. Mx won a dog fr
the Animal Rescue league by writing a letter tellIng why he wanted
it. -I'd sure like to have a
boa
something
around
the
house."
Kenneth wrote, explaining that he
had as sisters and no broth.'• But four months later his '
dog' had

;
•'i

• Bails

Register
riiThose Big Ones

With The Folks Whose Ads Are
In Our Fishing Section Each Week!
.
esie
laea

it

•

NIP

•

We are offering a corn- • Dip Nets
Plete Fishing Outfit — • Gas Carts
• Stringers Rod, Reel, Line,
Baits,• Child'.. Life
• Line
Tackle Box, Stringer &
Preserver
• Hooks
Floats — All For Only • Lanterns
• Flys

• Reels
• Rods
• Minnow

Buckets

• §9.1 Seats
a Floats
• Trot Uses
• Ice Cheat - Small • Tackle
and Large
Boxes

$9.95

4

•

•

••:"

•
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me'.: of roses in a milk glass'
container. Magnolia blossoms were
- Social Calendar used at vantage points in the
rriday. June II
;i:x.-.:11 hall.
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at
ten
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fashioned princess style with pearl o'clock.
• • • •
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med in IriF.h lace. Her accessories
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the white wrought
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dine were Mr. and
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Mrs. Ornn be a "Come As You Are" party.
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Sunday. June 3.
with pink sweetheart roses tied Wells and son. Jack.
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Rev. J. Hovraid NxthoLa. post.,r
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matching
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ribbon. Texas, Mr and Mrs. Ben Hood
Saturday,
June 11
and • M.
soloist.
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Oury
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of
Howling
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Next time you're driving around town, just
-notice the number of gleaming new Dodge cars
you see on the street!
Then ask yourself: "What is it these people
have found out about the new Dodge that's
causing this landslide of popular favor?"
Part of it, of course, is the new Dodge styling.
You can see at a glance how much bigger and
more luxurious this car is—up to 9 inches
longer than its competitors.
But the real story behind the rush to Dodge is

SUNDAY and MONDAY
"BAD DAY AT
BLACK ROCK"
starring Spencer Tracy,
Robert Ryan and
Anne Francis

r

New Dodge Cuomo Royal Lancer aDoor

Sedln -most

beout,f.1 car on the road todoa.

'agi

his People are discorering the difference in the
way Dodge cars are engineered and built!

They discoyer it in the solid, substantial feel of
the ear—the way it handles and rides. They
learn tp appreciate it in the deep-down goodness of every part and feature: Doors that
don't rattle. Body joints that don't squeak.
Windows that work smoothly.
There is really no substitute for the dependability that is built into Dodge. Isn't it time
you discovered this difference for yourself?
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